
Gin Perfect Serves 



No209
A quality new potstill American gin made in very small batches and distilled �ve times for extra 
purity, using natural botanicals that are macerated overnight in the still. 
Perfect Serve: Over ice with 2 co�ee beans topped with Fever Tree Tonic. 

Aviation
A batch-distilled US gin based on the fuller-bodied Dutch style with rye neutral grain spirit and 
what they describe as a �botanical democracy� of Juniper, Cardamom, Coriander, Lavender, Anise, 
Sarsaparilla and Orange Peel. 
Perfect Serve: Soda, over ice and freshly squeezed lime wedges. Or Fever-Tree Tonic, over ice with 
a wedge of lemon and lime. 

Batch Gin
Inspired by ancient Moor and Turk spice markets, fresh lemon grass stalks, orange peel, 
cardamoms, cloves, crushed nutmegs, allspice berries are then added and a signature frankincense 
and myrrh blend, for a sublimely rich, yet subtly spicy gin. 
Perfect Serve: �omas Henry Tonic, over ice with lime. 

Bathtub
Professor Cornelius Ampleforth's Bathtub Gin is a true small-batch gin made by infusing 
botanicals including orange peel and cinnamon in spirit produced in a pot still.
Perfect Serve: Over ice with an orange wheel and �omas Henry Tonic.

Beefeater 24
A glamorous London Dry Gin steeped with a unique blend of Chinese green and rare Japanese 
Sencha teas, grapefruit and liquorice.   
Perfect Serve: Ice, Fentimans Tonic & a pink grapefruit slice. 

Beefeater
Beefeater London Dry Gin is a handcra�ed gin, with a characteristic crisp, clean, well balanced 
�avour is derived from 100% natural ingredients, brought to the London Distillery from all over 
the world.
Perfect Serve: Ice, Schweppes Tonic, Lemon Twist 

Bloom 
It takes a very special and secret recipe to create the unique delicate, �oral taste of BLOOM 
Premium London Dry Gin. �ey use a special blend of botanicals hand-picked and brought from
around the world.
Perfect Serve: Over ice with strawberries 



Bluecoat American
Made with ingredients including organic juniper berries and organic American citrus peels. Five 
times distilled, it�s refreshing and complex. 
Perfect Serve: 1724 Tonic, over ice with squeezed lime wedges.

Bombay Sapphire
Ten precious botanicals used in this gin are held separate from the spirit in perforated copper 
baskets and when the heated vapours rise, the distinctive taste of the botanicals are released.
Perfect Serve: Ice, Schweppes Tonic & lime wedges

Bombay Dry
Based on a 1761 recipe, at the heart of Bombay Dry Gin is its unique distillation process, vapour 
infusion. �e 8 exotic botanicals in Bombay Dry Gin are hand placed in a perforated copper 
basket.
Perfect Serve: Ice, Schweppes Tonic, Lime Wedge

Brockmans 
Flavoured with 10 botanicals, Brockmans is proud of its 'Intensely Smooth' and fruity gin.
Perfect Serve: Ice, blueberries and blackberries & Ginger Ale. 

Brooklyn
�e chaps distill their small batch gin using locally purchased, fresh citrus peel and hand cracked 
juniper. A fresh, complex and �avourful gin. 
Perfect Serve: Lime and fever tree tonic.

Bulldog
A distinctive blend of 12 botanicals from 8 countries around the world - Chinese dragon eye, 
Turkish white poppy seeds, Asian lotus leaves, Italian juniper, Moroccan coriander, German 
angelica, Spanish lemon, Chinese liquorice, Italian orris, Spanish almonds, Asian cassia and 
French lavender. 
Perfect Serve: Ice, rosemary, orange peel twist & Fentimans. 

Buss 509 Raspberry
A Belgian Gin made of fresh raspberries, the �nest spices and a premium spirit. �e �rst Antwerp 
based gin, naturally �avoured with fresh fruits is delightfully full in �avour. 
Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree Tonic, over ice with raspberries and fresh mint. 



Buss 509 Pink Grapefruit
Originated in Antwerp, Buss have blended the �nest herbs and fresh Red Californian grapefruit 
with premium spirit, to create a gin that is delightfully full in �avour. 
Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree Tonic, over ice, with pink grapefruit.

Buss 509 White Rain
Originated in Antwerp, they have blended the �nest herbs and spices with a premium spirit, to 
create a gin that is exquisitely complex in �avour.   
Perfect Serve: Ginger Ale, over ice with a stick of liquorice and an orange wheel.  

Caorunn
Using only the �nest pure grain spirit, natural Scottish Water and 11 botanical gin ingredients, 
Gin Master, Simon Buley, personally cra�s each and every bottle of Caorunn.
Perfect Serve: Ice, sweet red apple & Fentimans.

Cream
�is is a London Dry Gin that uses fresh cream as a 'botanical', with interesting results.
Perfect Serve: Glass  garnished with vanilla salt. Ice, lemon & coke. 

Copperhead
An exquisite composition based on �ve essential botanicals: angelica, juniper, cardamom, orange 
peel and coriander seed.
Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree Tonic over Ice, with an orange peel and coriander. 

Da�y�s 
�e adventure started with the chaps at Da�y�s discovery of what Lebanese mint can bring to the 
�nest gin. Balanced with eight other carefully chosen botanicals, they have created an 
exceptionally fresh, smooth and truly original gin with complexity and balanced charm.
Perfect Serve:1724 Tonic, lime wedges and fresh mint.

Edinburgh Elder�ower
A sweet, aromatic, �avourful Scottish gin liqueur produced by the Edinburgh gin company. �is 
has a beautiful �oral �avour from natural elder�ower essences.
Perfect Serve: Over ice with �omas Henry Elder�ower Tonic with a slice of lemon. 

Edinburgh Raspberry
A tasty Raspberry-�avoured gin liqueur made in Edinburgh using Scottish Juniper, and other 
botanicals, and an infusion of delicious, crisp Scottish raspberries. 
Perfect Serves: Over ice with three or four raspberries and a choice of prosecco, lemonade or tonic 
water. 



Edinburgh Rhubarb and Ginger 
Tangy spring rhubarb is macerated in Oriental ginger and a twist of lemon zest before being 
infused with original Edinburgh Gin. �is not only promises a glorious depth of �avour, but also 
gives Edinburgh�s new tipple a beautiful pale pink hue.
Perfect Serves: Over ice with Fever Tree Tonic and a slice of fresh ginger.

Four Pillars Rare Dry
Four Pillars Rare Dry Gin is cra�ed to deliver the best of all worlds: a perfect, classic gin and also 
something that would fascinate and delight even the most hardened gin fanatic. It�s spicy but 
with great citrus, a truly modern Australian gin.
Perfect Serve: Slice of orange or pink grapefruit and fever tree tonic.

Gabriel Boudier Sa�ron
�e extraordinary (all-natural) colour of Boudier's Sa�ron gin is all from the gin's signature 
ingredient - the most expensive spice in the world.
Perfect Serve: Over ice with Fever Tree Tonic Water and an orange slice. 

Gin Mare
Mare is a Mediterranean gin �avoured with four principal botanicals: basil, thyme, rosemary 
and, most unusual of all, the Arbequina olive.
Perfect Serve: Ice, cherry tomato, basil leaves and 1724 Tonic. 

Gordons
Gordon's London Dry gin is carefully distilled using a secret recipe. �e refreshing taste comes 
from the �nest handpicked juniper berries and a selection of other botanicals.
Perfect Serve: Ice, Schweppes Tonic, Lime Wedges

Gordons Elder�ower
Gordon�s London Dry gin is combined with the delicate taste of elder�ower for a delicious twist 
on a great British classic. 
Perfect Serve: Ice, Schweppes Tonic, Lemon Slice

Gordons Crisp Cucumber
�e subtly crisp, aromatic �avour of cucumber is married with delicious Gordon's London Dry 
Gin to create Gordon�s Crisp Cucumber. 
Prefect Serve: Ice, Schweppes Tonic, Cucumber Discs



Gold 999.9
Gold 999.9 is homage to a gin created in the early 20th century which was said to have been made 
in a pot still made of gold� �is expression has been made in Alsace with a selection of botanicals 
that includes juniper, almond, vanilla, cassia bark, gentian violet, poppy, tangerine, coriander, violet 
�owers and angelica root.
Perfect Serve: 1724 Tonic, over ice with a green apple wedge. 

G�Vine Floraison 
 One of a new wave of premium gins seeking to get away from the traditional London Dry style. 
G'Vine is made with grape spirit instead of normal grain spirit and includes the green grape �ower 
in its botanicals. A deliciously fresh gin. 
Perfect Serve: 1724 Tonic over ice with sliced grapes. 

Hendricks 
Made with infusions of cucumber and rose petals for a wonderfully refreshing gin with a delightful 
�oral aroma.
Perfect Serve: Ice, Fever-tree Tonic, & 2 or 3 cucumber discs. 

Hogarths London Dry
Cra�ed in small batches, this Great British Dry Gin has very classic so� clean low tones of vanilla 
and angelica with superb lingering citrus and classic juniper spice to �nish.
Prefect Serve: Ice, Fevertree Tonic, slice of cucumber, or simply with a quarter 
slice of citrus (Orange, Lime or Lemon) attached over the edge of the glass.

Hogarths Old Tom
Cra�ed in small batches, this Great British Old Tom has a delicate balance of botanicals and 
sweetness of liquorice
Perfect Serve:
Ice, Fevertree Tonic, Orange Twist  

Hoxton
A fresh and fruity gin with an impressive array of ethically-sourced ingredients. Coconut, 
grapefruit, juniper, iris, tarragon and Ginger are macerated for 5 days before a single distillation in 
150 year old copper pot stills to obtain the perfect concentration for blending with grain spirit. 
Hoxton Gin is then �ltered and rested in steel tanks for two months, a longer than usual process 
which helps integrate the myriad �avours.  
Perfect Serve: Over ice with �omas Henry Pink grapefruit lemonade or Fever Tree Tonic and  a 
pink grapefruit twist. 



Ish Red
Juniper, coriander seed and angelica root blended with almond, orris root, nutmeg, cinnamon, 
cassia, liquorice, lemon peel and orange peel. �e botanicals are macerated for 24 hours before the 
distillation begins encouraging the expression of each botanical.
Perfect Serve: Ice. pink grapefruit, juniper berries & 1724 Tonic. 

Jinzu
Jinzu Gin brings English and Japanese traditions together to create an exciting, intriguing spirit. It's 
made with a blend of English gin (featuring juniper, coriander, angelica, yuzu and Japanese cherry 
blossom as botanicals) and sake, which brings a luxurious, creamy mouth feel and a subtle, 
compelling sweetness to its �avour pro�le.
Perfect Serve: 1724 Tonic, over ice with a green apple Wedge. 

King of Soho
King of Soho is made in the heart of London by Howard Raymond, son of Paul Raymond, the 
property tycoon who helped revolutionise Soho and make it the wonderful centre for culture it is 
today. �e gin is made with 12 botanicals that give it a full-bodied and fresh �avour pro�le. 
Perfect Serve: Over ice with Schweppes tonic, an orange twist and a lime wedge. 

London No1
Beautiful quadruple-distilled gin made by Charles Maxwell in London. It is �avoured with 
botanicals including cinnamon, angelica, bergamot and gardenia and has a slight blue tint.
Perfect Serve: two or three slices of strawberry and a lime twist, over ice with Fever Tree Tonic.

Masons
A London Dry Gin from God's Own County� Masons use Harrogate spring water for their gins 
along with juniper, and a combination of secret botanicals including citrus. Produced in small 
batches, each bottle has hand written batch and bottle numbers.
Perfect Serve: Over ice with a lemon twist and tonic of choice.

Martin Millers Reformed
Smooth and delicate, with long lasting citrus notes that are neither too bitter nor sweet, coupled 
with Juniper notes punching through whilst not overpowering, climaxing in a so�, clean �nish. 
One of the most awarded gins in the world, distilled in England.
Perfect Serves: Over ice with Schweppes Tonic and an orange and lime twist. 



Martin Millers Westbourne Strength
Martin millers Westbourne Strength gin is made the same way as the original gin but at 45.2% 
this means the Juniper will dominate but still gives a so� �nish.
Perfect Serve: Over ice with Fever Tree Tonic and three halves of strawberries with a little bit of 
cracked black pepper. 

Mombasa
Mombasa Club London Dry Gin tales its name from a private social club founded in 1885, whom 
imported gin from England to the island of Zanzibar for their members to enjoy. Mombasa Club 
London Dry Gin is made four times distilled and features a botanical selection that includes 
juniper, cassia bark, angelica root, coriander seed, clove and cumin, resulting in a bold, spicy 
�avour pro�le.
Perfect Serve: Lime, lemon peel, juniper berries and fever tree tonic.

Monkey 47
A good third of the ingredients for this special gin come from the Black Forest and are de�nitely 
not what you would call typical gin �avourings�  In total, 47 handpicked ingredients, prepared in 
extremely so� spring water from their own Black Forest source, give MONKEY 47 its unrivaled 
complexity and quality, which is fully brought to bear through masterly distillation and maturing 
in traditional earthenware containers.
Perfect Serve: Ice, star anise, an orange wheel & fever tree.

Monkey 47 Sloe
�is tasty Sloe gin is distilled in single batch production with 3 months maturation taking place. 
�e Sloe berries are wild grown and hand picked from the Black Forest in Germany.
Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree Tonic and lemons and limes, over ice. 

Nordes
Nordés Atlantic Galician Gin is a rather intriguing Spanish gin made with an Albariño-grape-
based spirit, rather than your more commonly seen grain-based spirit, along with 14 botanicals 
including lemon peels, hibiscus, liquorice and eucalyptus. �e result is a bold, �oral �avour 
pro�le that would be�t summer drinks and cocktails. 
Perfect Serve: Over ice with two slices of red or green grapes and 1724 Tonic. 

Opihr
Opihr Oriental Spiced Gin has bursts of Citrus balanced with the rich, earthy aromas and a so� 
spice. Opihr epitomises the exotic intensity of the Orient.
Perfect Serve: Ice, Red Chilli & Fentimans  



Plymouth
Since 1793 it has been distilled from a unique blend of 7 botanicals, so� Dartmoor water and 
pure grain alcohol at the historic Black Friars Distillery - the oldest working distillery in 
England. 
Perfect Serve: Ice, Fever-tree Tonic & lime wedges.

Portobello Road
A classic London Dry that has a very rich texture and a �nish of liquorice and nutmeg.
Perfect Serve: Ice, Fever-tree Tonic & a pink grapefruit twist

Puerto De Indias strawberry gin
Combining notes of juniper and strawberry, this is a vibrantly fruit-forward Spanish gin - 
evidently made by accident a�er trying to create a strawberry liqueur� Very light and sweet.
Perfect Serve: with �omas Henry Tonic, over ice with fresh strawberries.

Sipsmith
A particularly dry gin with a zesty, citrus �nish. �e quintessential expression of a classic, 
traditional London Dry Gin. Bold, complex and aromatic.  
Perfect Serve:Ice, Fever-tree Tonic & lemon.

Sloanes
A lovely little dry gin made by Sloane's in the Netherlands. It is named a�er the 18th century 
botanist Sir Hans Sloane, who is said to have discovered many of the plants used to �avour gins 
today. A hearty handful of those botanicals have gone into Sloane's gin, including iris root, 
coriander, angelica root, cardamom pods, liquorice root and whole vanilla beans.
Perfect Serve: Over ice with 1724 Tonic, an orange wheel and a slice of Vanilla. 

Tanqueray 
Tanqueray London Dry Gin has exceptional, fresh grapefruit citrus fruit notes as well as subtle 
juniper and a delicious hint of spice, along with a touch of dryness on the palate. 
Perfect Serve: Ice, Fevertree Tonic, Lemon Wedges

Tanqueray 10
One of the top gins in the world, taking its name from the number 10 still in which it's made, the 
ultra-premium Tanqueray No.10 is distilled with whole fruits for a re�ned, smooth delivery of 
delicious botanicals and �avour.
Perfect Serve: Ice, Fevertree Tonic, Pink Grapefruit Slice.



Tanqueray Rangpur
�is gin is �avoured with Rangpur limes, also known as a mandarin orange. �ese highly acidic 
fruits, actually orange in colour, impart a fresh, zesty zing to this refreshing gin.
Perfect Serve: Ice, Fevertree Tonic, Orange & Lime Twists

�e Botanist
An exciting and unusual gin from Islay whisky distillery Bruichladdich, �e Botanist is made in a 
Lomond still christened Ugly Betty and contains no fewer than 31 botanicals, of which 22 are native 
to the Southern Hebridean island itself. �ese latter include the likes of Mugwort, Meadow Sweet 
and the enigmatic Lady's Bedstraw �owers, and the resultant dry gin is described, perhaps 
unsurprisingly, as '�oral'. 
Perfect Serve: Over ice with Fever-Tree Tonic, garnished with a lime twist and a mint sprig. 

�e Duke
All the way from Munich, Germany, comes �e Duke Munich Dry Gin, featuring a selection of 
botanicals including orange blossom, ginger root, coriander, lemon peel, angelica root, lavender, 
cubeb and juniper, among others. �e name comes from Henry the Lion, the Duke of Bavaria, who 
founded Munich in 1158.
Perfect Serve: Orange wheel and fever tree tonic.

VL:921724
VL92 is a Dutch gin built upon a malt-wine base and combined with a selection of 14 botanicals, 
including orange peel, angelica, coriander and juniper. In some ways it's traditional, harking back to 
the days of Dutch genever, and in other ways it's modern, being a fantastic choice for cocktails (it 
makes a �ne G&T too).
Perfect Serve: With 1724 Tonic, over ice with an orange wheel. 
 
Warner Edwards Rhubarb
Warner Edwards Gin is produced by Tom Warner and Sion Edwards in a barn in the 
Northamptonshire village of Harrington. �e main three botanicals are juniper, coriander and 
cardamom, which have helped to produce a gin that's so well balanced it can be drunk neat if you so 
wish.
Perfect Serve: Two pieces of rhubarb over ice, topped with ginger ale. 

Warner Edwards Elder�ower 
Warner Edwards Gin might be rather new, but they've already been winning awards, and what's 
more, they're already expanding their range with a scrummy Elder�ower Gin� �e two friends 
behind Warner Edwards infuse their Harrington Dry Gin with freshly harvested elder�ower grown 
in Northamptonshire and Rhualt, then they add a little bit of sugar, and there you have it� 
Perfect Serve: Over Ice with �omas Henry Elder�ower tonic and a slice of lemon. 



Whitley Neill
Whitley Neill is a premium London Dry Gin launched in 2005 by Johnny Neill. It contains two 
African botanicals, Baobab fruit and Cape Gooseberries, that give the gin an exotic touch to the 
palate and sets it apart from others.
Perfect Serve:Ice, orange slice & Fever-tree . 
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